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Abstract ____  

An important task for scouting robots in open terrain is the planning of a route to a prescribed 
destination with the help of digital maps. In an open environment, available terrain maps usually 
will be too large for a timely analysis of a whole map and may cover areas that are not relevant 
for route planning. One needs, therefore, route-planning procedures that use partial terrain maps. 
This report presents two such procedures that use sets of partial maps. A first method uses a 
series of vicinity maps that are aligned with the position of the robot; a second method uses sets 
of telescopic maps that follow the robot In both procedures, the routes are determined using a 
navigation function method based on Huygens' principle of wave propagation. Examples of 
results by the two methods are presented and compared. It is concluded that the vicinity map 
method is faster, but the telescopic map method is more robust and its results are less sensitive 
to the choices of sizes and resolutions of partial maps. 
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1. Introduction 

The cybernation of battlefield scouting robots and a process for finding routes in a terrain map 

have been described in a previous report (Celmins 1997). In that report, the feasibility of the 

route-finding process was demonstrated without considering problems that can arise when the 

algorithms are used by robots in a real battlefield. In particular, it could be shown that the described 

process provides a complete solution of the route-finding problem if the terrain maps that are 

available to the robot precisely and completely describe the environment. (A complete solution in 

the context of robot navigation is defined as a solution that always produces the desired route if the 

route exists and signals the nonexistence of a solution.) Such environments are typical for 

laboratories that test robot motion. Real-life battlefield robots must, however, operate in more 

general environments. 

In this report, we expand the applicability of the route-finding process to open-field 

environments. We consider the following navigation task. A robot is provided an approximate 

terrain map, the coordinates of a destination, and the current coordinates of the robot. The robot is 

asked to determine from the map a route with the shortest travel time and to navigate approximately 

along that route. As the robot proceeds along the intended route, it receives new information about 

the terrain either from its sensors or from other sources (e.g., from collaborating robots). The robot 

is expected to use such new information for real-time adjustments and modifications of the planned 

route. 

The most important feature of the stated open-terrain problem (in contrast to robot motion in 

controlled, finite environments) is the requirement for real-time reaction to changing terrain 

information. In practical terms, this requirement means that the route needs to be planned precisely 

only in a neighborhood of the robot since the environment might change by the time when the robot 

reaches distant locations. One can exploit this feature by representing the terrain in the 

neighborhood by a precise map and using low-resolution maps beyond the neighborhood. By using 

low-resolution maps or simplifying assumptions about the terrain at distant locations, computing 

time for terrain analysis can be reduced. (Some analysis of the terrain up to the destination is always 

needed; information about the immediate neighborhood is not sufficient for route planning.) 
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It should be obvious that any navigation algorithm that solves the described problem can also be 

used for explorations of completely unknown terrains and for fast estimates of approximate travel 

directions. By using approximate maps in parts of the terrain, the algorithm loses its "complete 

solution" property, but this should be of no concern for practical navigation in a battlefield. Also, 

for navigation in a dynamically changing environment the concept of a "complete solution" is 

meaningless. 

The two solutions presented in this report are variations of the route-finding method described 

by Celmins (1997 and 1998). In that method, one first computes a navigation function for the given 

terrain map (called Huygens' relief) by making use of Huygens' principle in optics and then 

determines stepwise the desired route by a local algorithm on the navigation function. In the new 

methods that are presented in this report, details of the navigation function are computed only in a 

neighborhood of the robot. Consequently, a precise route is provided only in that neighborhood. 

The route beyond the neighborhood need not be computed; it suffices to provide a general direction 

for the robot's path with the help of rough approximations of Huygens' relief. A fast computation 

of an approximate Huygens' relief outside the neighborhood region can be achieved by using a 

simplified view of the terrain. In a first approach presented here, the terrain outside the precise 

vicinity map is assumed to be homogeneous with uniform properties. In the second solution, the 

terrain at distances from the robot is represented by raster maps whose cells increase in size as the 

distances from the robot become larger. Both solutions are significantly faster than the finding of 

a detailed route in a complete terrain map. 

In section 2, we give a short overview of the algorithm from Celmins (1997). Sections 3 and 4, 

respectively, contain descriptions of the two proposed solutions, and section 5 is a summary and 

conclusions section. 

2. Navigation With Huygens' Relief 

The idea of using a navigation function for route finding was first introduced by Rimon and 

Koditschek (1988) as an alternative to potential function methods (Khatib and Le Maitre 1979) for 



navigation in a homogeneous environment with impenetrable obstacles. The function was assumed 

to have a unique minimum at the destination and constant positive values at the boundaries of the 

obstacles. In such a navigation function, a route to the destination that avoids all obstacles can be 

found by steepest descent. In an inhomogeneous open terrain, where different navigable areas can 

be negotiated with different speeds, the navigation function must be generalized such that the 

navigation speed is properly taken into account. Also, the constant-value condition at obstacle 

boundaries is not essential and can be deleted. One function that satisfies these conditions and can 

be used for navigation in open terrains is a is a function whose value at every point of the space 

equals the arrival time of a signal from the destination, whereby the signal propagation speed equals 

the navigation speed. We call such a function a Huygens' relief because it can be efficiently 

computed with an algorithm that is based on Huygens' principle of wave propagation in optics. In 

a given Huygens' relief, the path with the shortest travel time can be found by steepest descent. 

A possible realization of the Huygens' relief method for battlefield robots is described by 

Celmins (1997 and 1998). For battlefield navigation, the terrain map is presented in a raster form 

where each cell has assigned to it the corresponding average navigation speed. The robot's location 

is assumed to be always in the center of a cell. This means that the navigation space is granulated 

and the calculated route is defined by a list of cell-center points. In a granulated plane, Huygens' 

relief can be calculated by a very simple algorithm as follows. First, all cells that are not source cells 

(i.e., are not destination cells) are assigned a sufficiently large value (H^) that exceeds the possible 

maximal signal arrival time. The source cells are assigned zero signal arrival time. Next, a 

preliminary relief value is computed for every receiving cell by assigning to the cell the smallest 

among the eight signal arrival times from the cell's eight neighbor cells. These calculations are 

repeated by sweeping over all cells until convergence is achieved. By properly arranging the 

direction and sequence of sweeps, their number can be held down to less than 10 in most practical 

applications. The resulting relief has, by its calculation method, minima with zero values only at the 

destination cells and it has no relative minima. To find a route with the shortest travel time in a 

granulated Huygens' relief, one has to chose as the next position along a route the center of one of 

those neighbor cells that is a signal source for the current position cell (instead of going the steepest 

descent route that would be adequate for a continuous relief). Neighboring source cells are found 



by a simple local algorithm that recalculates the arrival times from each of the eight neighbor cells. 

If more than one neighbor cell is source, then a tie-braking algorithm is used, which alternatively 

chooses the leftmost and rightmost source cell, respectively. 

An example of route finding by this method is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows a 

schematic terrain map in a 300 x 300 grid resolution. The initial position of a robot is indicated by 

a circle and the destination by a square. Different shades indicate areas with different navigation 

speeds: the black area has a very low speed, indicating an impenetrable obstacle, and the light lines 

indicate roads with high navigation speeds. The indicated route between the initial position and the 

destination is a route with shortest travel time. To determine the route, a Huygens' relief 

corresponding to the terrain map was calculated first. The relief is shown in Figure 2, where the 

contour lines correspond to constant signal arrival times. The contour lines in open-field areas of 

the map are octagons instead of the expected circles because of the granulation of the terrain. (It is 

assumed that signals can propagate from any cell only in the eight directions to its eight neighbor 

cells.) Next, the robot's route was determined by the described local algorithm in the relief map. 

Plotting the computed route in the input terrain map (Figure 1) shows that the route with the shortest 

travel time indeed makes use of available roads and avoids low-speed areas. 
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Figure 1. Terrain Map. Figure 2. Huygens'Relief. 



The described route-finding method is useful for moderate-size input terrain maps and static 

terrains, but it can be too slow otherwise. First, the computation time for Huygens' reliefs increases 

in proportion to the number of cells and might not be negligible for maps that contain more than 

about 200 x 200 cells. Some computing time could be saved by clever data storage and processing, 

but, in principle, large maps with high resolution present a problem. Second, whenever the terrain 

information is updated (for instance, when the destination moves or when new terrain information 

is received), Huygens' relief must be recalculated for the whole map. Even for moderate map sizes, 

this can cause computing times that are too long for real-time decisions. In the next two sections, 

variations of the Huygens' relief method that help to economize the computing time for route 

planning are presented. 

The computation of the relief in Figure 2 takes about 27 s on a workstation computer. However, 

the computing time is proportional to the number of cells in the map and solving the same problem, 

if a map with 600 x 600 cells is used, requires about 74 s of computing time. For more complicated 

environments that contain maze-type obstacles, the computation of Huygens' relief can take even 

more time. On the other hand, the finding of a route in a given Huygens' relief with the same high 

resolution requires less than 1 s of computing time. This example shows that, in dynamically 

changing environments where the relief must be repeatedly recalculated, the computing times can 

become too long for real-time decisions unless smaller maps or coarser grids are used. It also 

indicates that the overall computing times can be most efficiently reduced by reducing the computing 

times for Huygens' reliefs. 

The simplest way to reduce computing times is to use maps with coarser resolutions. We 

illustrate the effects of coarser resolution in the next example for which we use the same terrain as 

in the first example but reduce the number of cells from 300 x 300 to 50 x 50. Figures 3 and 4 show 

the results. The computing time for the coarse grid example was less than a fraction of a second. 

On the other hand, because we now have a coarser granulation of the terrain, only the general shape 

of the route is the same as in the first example. However, in applications with dynamically changing 

environment, the general shape suffices to start the robot's travel in the right direction (along the 

road in this case).  A precise definition of the route is needed only in the immediate vicinity, 
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Figure 3. Coarse Terrain Map. Figure 4. Coarse Huygens' Relief. 

defining, for instance, the width of the road, ditches along the road, and possible crossings of a ditch 

to reach the road. Therefore, computing time can be reduced by providing the robot with a general 

indication of travel direction and a precise definition of the route in a neighborhood of the robot. 

The general direction of travel can be obtained either by using a coarse map or by some other 

simplifying assumptions. 

3. Vicinity Map Method 

In the "vicinity map method" that is presented in this section, the general direction toward the 

destination is obtained by assuming that the terrain outside the vicinity map is uniform and has a 

constant navigation speed. The corresponding Huygens' relief values are computed in closed form 

for the boundaries of the vicinity map. Inside the vicinity map, Huygens' relief is determined as 

described in section 2, except that the boundary cells now have predetermined initial values that are 

less fhmHfrgg. Once Huygens' relief has been calculated, the robot's route is determined within the 

vicinity map up to a point in a boundary zone of the map. (The boundary zone for this method is 

defined by distances to the map boundary that are less than the sensing radius of the robot; if the 



robot has no sensing devices, then the boundary zone is assumed to be two cells wide.) When the 

robot reaches the boundary zone, a new vicinity map that is centered around the present position of 

the robot is prepared and the process repeated. 

If the destinations are outside the vicinity map, then the computations are done as follows. To 

start the calculations, initial values in all cells of the vicinity map are set equal to a large number 

Hlarge. Next, signal arrival times are computed for all boundary cells assuming a constant navigation 

speed vout along straight lines between the boundary cells and the destination. The outside navigation 

speed vout is determined as the average speed within the vicinity map. This procedure provides for 

the Huygens' relief calculation in the vicinity map initial boundary values with a gradient toward the 

destination. This simple calculation of boundary values is adequate as long as the destination is not 

very close to the vicinity map (in terms of the map size). To have proper initial boundary values also 

for destinations that are very close to the map boundary, the following modified boundary value 

formula is used. Let £>,-, be the distance between the cell center of a boundary cell (/, j) and the 

destination, dtj be the cell size, and vtj be the navigation speed in the cell. Then the initial boundary 

value of Huygens' relief in the boundary cell is computed by 

HiJ = (Dij-dij/2)/v0Ut + dij/(2viJ). (1) 

In cases with several destinations outside the vicinity map, the signal arrival times from all such 

destinations are computed with equation (1) and the smallest arrival time among the calculated 

values is chosen as the final value for the boundary cell. 

If a destination is inside the vicinity map, then there will usually be no need for Huygens' relief 

outside the map and, therefore, initial boundary values need not be computed. Exceptions might be 

cases where the selected size of the map is too small for the problem so that the destination is 

separated from the robot by impenetrable obstacles that extend over the whole width of the map and 

all possible routes are partially outside the vicinity map. In such cases, the proper approach is to 

increase the size of the vicinity map or to use the telescopic map method described in section 3. 



The initial relief value of source cells in the vicinity map is zero. The initial relief values of other 

interior cells (that are not source or boundary cells) is set equal to a high value H^ that exceeds all 

possible signal arrival times for the problem at hand. 

Next, the final relief values are calculated iteratively by sweeping over the vicinity map. In this 

iteration, the value at the center point of each interior nonsource cell is determined as the lowest 

signal arrival time among the arrival times from all eight neighbor cells. The formula for signal 

arrival time is as follows. Let ^ and yiybe the coordinates of a cell center, vtfbe the navigation speed 

in the cell, and Htj be the signal arrival time. The arrival time of a signal that arrives in the cell (i, 

j) from a neighbor cell (k, t) is 

Hi; = Hu * 0.5 (l/v„ + 1/v..) ((*„ - *..)2 + (yu - y0-)2)1/2. (2) 

The updated arrival time Hy in the cell (i, j) is set equal to the minimum of the values H " over the 

index sets / - 1 £ k z i + 1 and; - 1 £ I <; j + 1 (that is, over all eight neighbor cells of cell [i,j\) 

and #We. For boundary cells, equation (2) is applied only for neighbors that are within the vicinity 

map, the minimum is selected among those calculations, and the initial boundary value computed 

with equation (1). The iteration is terminated when all values Ha have converged. The theoretical 

maximum number of iterations is equal to the number of cells in the map. However, in practical 

applications, the number of iterations can be held down to about 10 or less by a proper arrangement 

of sweep directions and sequences. It is easy to see that the resulting relief has no relative minima 

inside the map (each inside cell has at least one neighbor that is a source cell with a lower relief 

value) and that cells that have the value H^ after convergence cannot be reached by a signal from 

any source. (That is, no destination can be reached from those cells.) 

The robot's route within the vicinity map is determined stepwise by proceeding from the robot's 

position to that neighbor cell, which is a source for the signal arrival according to Huygens' relief. 

The neighboring source cells are found by recalculating the arrival times with equation (2). If there 

is more than one source, then a tie-breaking algorithm alternatively chooses the rightmost and 

leftmost source cell as the next position of the robot. Because there are no relative minima within 

the map, the robot cannot become stuck and the route ends either in a destination or in a boundary 

cell. 
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To apply the described vicinity map method, one must also specify, in addition to the robot's 

location and the coordinates of the destinations, the size and resolution of the vicinity map. The 

choice of the size and resolution depends on the robot's task and on the resolution of the input map. 

(It makes little sense to use vicinity maps with finer resolution than the available input map unless 

the robot is making itself a new map.) One can expect to arrive at different routes for different 

vicinity map specifications. We illustrate this with some examples. Figures 5a and b show a series 

of vicinity maps that are used by a robot as it proceeds along a route. The different shades in the 

maps indicate different navigation speeds. The outer contour in the figures indicates the area that 

is covered by the given input map. (The speed map* in this and the following examples is for an 

actual terrain, see Bullock 1998). Of that input map, only those parts have been used for route 

determination, which are shown in the series of vicinity maps. The resolutions in these examples 

are the same as for the input map (cell sizes of 100 x 100 m2). The vicinity maps in Figure 5a have 

64 x 64 cells and in Figure 5b, 128 x 128 cells. Figures 6a and b show the corresponding Huygens' 

relief maps. Because the larger maps have four times more cells than the smaller maps, the 

computing time for the relief in Figure 6b was about four times longer than that for the relief in 

Figure 5a. In spite of equal resolutions, the robot's route is slightly different in these two examples. 

This is so because a small vicinity map does not contain information about the terrain outside the 

map, but such information can be taken into account if a larger map is used. As a rule, a vicinity 

map should be commensurate with the sizes of salient terrain features, such as road connections, 

patches of open fields, and boundaries of wooded areas. In a maze, the vicinity map must be large 

enough so that openings and dead-end traps are properly covered. (It might be worthwhile to design 

specific algorithms for navigation through mazes, but this is not the subject of this report.) By close 

inspection, one can observe that the Huygens' relief contour lines in Figures 6a and b are not 

continuous across adjacent maps because the relief in each map has been calculated from different 

boundary values. These discontinuities do not affect the route-finding algorithm because the 

algorithm is always applied only within a single Huygens' relief map. 

* The map is from an area of Fort Knox, KY, and the speeds were computed using the computer program "NATO 
Reference Mobility Model T .Version 11" for vehicle cross-country speeds. 
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Figure 6. Series of Vicinity Huygens' Relief Maps. 
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The effects of the two most important parameters of the vicinity maps — their sizes and 

resolutions — are illustrated in Figures 7a and b. Figure 7a displays three routes that are found with 

the resolution of the input map (cell size 100 x 100 m2) but with different sizes of vicinity maps. 

The leftmost route is found if the vicinity map covers the whole mapped area, the dashed route is 

obtained by using vicinity maps with 128 x 128 cells (as in Figure 5b), and the rightmost solid curve 

is obtained by using small vicinity maps with only 32x32 cells. The computing time for the smaller 

map series was about 20% of the computing time for the whole region, and the computing time for 

the larger map was about 50% ofthat for the whole region. This roughly corresponds to the relative 

areas covered in the three examples. The loss of information that is caused by using partial maps 

of the terrain affects the details of the route. However, such effects are unavoidable in principle 

because a terrain area that can be represented by maps is always finite and, for a big map, there is 

never a guarantee that an even bigger map would not contain a better route. The map size must be 

chosen in accordance with the task of the robot. 
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Figure 7. Routes Obtained With the Vicinity Map Method. 
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The second parameter of vicinity maps — the map resolution—has a larger effect on computing 

times. Some results with coarse maps are shown in Figure 7b. The sizes of the vicinity maps in these 

examples were the same as in the examples in Figure 7a, but the resolutions were four times lower; 

that is, the area of each cell was 400 x 400 m2. (Each cell of the low-resolution maps was four times 

larger than the original map; that is, each low-resolution cell contained 16 high-resolution cells.) The 

leftmost route in Figure 7b is obtained by using the whole input terrain map, the rightmost solid curve 

was obtained with the smallest vicinity maps (8x8 cells), and the dashed curve, with the larger 

vicinity maps (32 x 32 cells.) The routes are not much different from those of Figure 7a, but 

computing times for any of the examples in Figure 7b were only about 8% of the computing time for 

the whole input region with fine resolution. 

The examples show that the vicinity map method for long-range route planning can be used even 

for dynamically changing battlefield environments when computing speed is important. The sizes and 

resolutions of the maps should be chosen commensurate with the features of the environment, and 

the appropriateness of vicinity map sizes is crucial for route detection. The detrimental effects of 

increased coarseness on route quality are not very great (see also Figures 1 and 3), but coarser maps 

reduce the computing time significantly. 

The "quality" of a planned route can be measured by the anticipated travel time along the route. 

However, a comparison based on travel times is fair only among routes that are based on the same 

terraingranulationbecause a change of granulation also changes the information about the terrain that 

ailable to the robotforroute planning. Table 1 lists the travel times for the routes that are shown 

Figures 7a and b. Comparing the travel times within each column, one observes a slight increase 

the size of the vicinity map decreases. A comparison of travel times across columns is not 

meaningful, as previously explained. 

4. Telescopic Map Method 

The examples in Figures 7a and b indicate that a finite-size vicinity map can miss an optimal route 

because the route planning cannot take into account terrain features that are outside the vicinity 
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Table 1. Travel Times by Vicinity Map Method 

Vicinity Map Size 
Cell Size 

100 x 100 m2 400 x 400 m2 

Entire Terrain 2hr9min 2hr3min 

12.8 x 12.8 km2 2 hr 22 min 2 hr 17 min 

3.2 x 3.2 km2 2 hr 23 min 2 hr 27 min 

map. (In the vicinity map method, the outside terrain is assumed to be homogeneous.) To 

accommodate outside features and, at the same time, keep the vicinity map small (to save computing 

time), one can use a general representation of salient terrain features outside the vicinity map instead 

of assuming a uniform outside field. This can be achieved by embedding the fine-resolution vicinity 

map in maps with coarser resolutions. Such maps permit one to take larger terrain features into 

account without calculating a detailed Huygens' relief up to the destination. In this section, we 

propose such an embedding in form of a telescopic series of maps, whereby each outside map has 

cells that are twice as large as the cells of the next inside map. At the beginning of its journey, the 

robot establishes such a series of maps and calculates a route in the innermost map. It then proceeds 

along the route until it reaches a boundary zone of the innermost (i.e., vicinity) map. At that time, 

a new series of maps is established and the process repeated. 

Figure 8 illustrates the process. In Figure 8a, the robot is in its initial position and has established 

four telescopic maps, whereby the destination is in the fourth map. The map-generating algorithm 

is programmed to generate one more telescopic map than is necessary to cover the destination (see 

Figures 8b, c, and d), but, in this case, the fourth map already completely covers the input terrain 

map. The innermost map in this example has 32 x 32 cells and covers an area of 6.4 x 6.4 km2. 

Figure 8b shows the robot at an advanced position and the corresponding telescopic map series. The 

destination is now located in the third map, and the fourth map again covers the whole input map. 

Figure 8c shows that the area covered by the map series shrinks as the robot approaches the 

destination.      (There   is   no  fourth  map  in  Figure   8c.)     Finally,   in  Figure   8d,   the 
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Figure 8. A Set of Telescopic Maps. 
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destination is within the innermost map. The next larger map is also computed so that possible 

routes that are partially outside the vicinity map are not excluded from the analysis. 

The array of maps is constructed such that all maps are centered around a fine-granulated 

innermost vicinity map, and each larger map is twice as large as its predecessor. The number of cells 

is assumed to be equal in all maps. Therefore, the cell size of the next larger map in the telescopic 

sequence is always twice the cell size of the previous map (a cell of the next larger map contains four 

cells of the previous map). Input for the map-generating algorithm consists of the desired number 

of cells along a border of the innermost map, the length (in meters) of that border, and the 

coordinates of the robot and its destinations. To simplify the computing logic, the number of cells 

is restricted to powers of two. (For practical purposes, the numbers 32,64, or 128 are most useful.) 

Using this input, the map-generating algorithm computes a series of telescopic maps such that the 

robot is located at the center of the innermost map and the most distant destination is located in the 

penultimate outside map. (Or, as in Figure 8a, as many maps are computed as are needed to cover 

the whole given terrain.) Next the terrain properties are calculated in each cell of every map by 

averaging over the input terrain map. The result is a set of granulated terrain maps as shown in 

Figures 8a-d. 

The next step in route calculation is the computation of Huygens' relief. The calculation starts 

with the largest map and proceeds inward to the smaller maps. The computation in the largest map 

starts with setting all Huygens' relief values equal to an appropriate upper bound Hlarge. Next, 

Huygens' relief values in source cells (i.e., in cells that contain at least one destination) are set equal 

to zero if the largest map is also the innermost map and equal to 

H^dyKlv^) (3) 

otherwise. In equation (3), dtj is the size of the source cell and v^ is the maximum speed for the 

present problem (usually corresponding to road speed). A finite relief value Hs for source cells in 

the larger maps is necessary because cells in different maps have different sizes. If the relief value 

would be set equal to zero in a very large cell of an outer map, then this would model an infinite 
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Signal propagation across the cell and distort the final relief. After assigning the proper relief values 

to the source cells, the values in the remaining cells are computed by iterative sweeping as described 

in section 3; that is, by repeated application of equation (2). This calculation is done for the whole 

map, including the central area that is covered by the smaller inner maps. 

At the end of the iteration, Huygens' relief values in those cells that border the next smaller map 

are used to calculate initial boundary cell values for the smaller map. By the construction of the map 

series, each boundary cell in a smaller map borders either two or three cells of the next larger map, 

see Figure 9. To obtain initial values for the boundary cells, we calculate the signal arrival times 

from these border cells of the larger map and chose the smallest of the two (or three) arrivals. The 

calculation is explained with the help of Figure 9. Let d be the size of the smaller cells. Then the 

distance A (the length of the arrow from cell no. 2 to cell no. 6) in the figure is 

A = J(d3/2)2 + (d/2)2 = (d/2) /IÖ. (4) 

The three signal arrival times in the corner cell no. 5 are 

H] = H2 + A 2/(3 V2) + A/(3V5) 

H\ = H3 + dj2/V3 +   dy/2/(2V5) 
,4 H; =H4 +A2/(3V4) +A/(3V5) (5) 

where V2, V3, V4, and V5 denote the navigation speeds in the corresponding cells. The smallest 

among these three arrival times is chosen as initial boundary value for cell no. 5. The two signal 

arrival times in the cell no. 6 of the inner map are 

H\= #! + d{2IVx +   J/2/(2V6) 

E\ = H2 + A 2/(3V2) + A/(3V6)       I. (6) 
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Figure 9. Calculation of Boundary Values. 

The receiving cell no. 6 is assigned the smaller of these two values. This process is repeated for all 

boundary cells of the inner map. 

The calculation of Huygens' relief for cells in the smaller maps proceeds in principle in the same 

manner as for the outer map, except that, for the smaller maps, one has initial values for their 

boundary cells. All other cells initially receive a large relief value, cells that contain sources receive 

a value computed by equation (3), and an iteration with equation (2) is started. A more detailed 

description of the iteration and the handling of boundary cells with initial values is given in 

section 3. This process is repeated until the relief has been calculated for the innermost map (i.e., 

for the vicinity map). 

The robot's route is calculated only in the innermost map and up to a point that is close to the 

boundary of the map. The algorithm for the route calculation is the same as described in sections 2 

and 3 — starting from the robot's position cell, one determines those neighbor cells that are sources 

for the signal arrival in the position cell. Usually, there will only be one source cell, and that cell is 

chosen as the next position cell. If there is more than one source cell, then a tie-breaking algorithm 

is activated that alternatively selects the leftmost and rightmost source cell, respectively. When the 

route reaches a border zone of the innermost map, a new set of telescopic maps is established with 
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the present position of the robot at its center. The border zone of the map is defined as a zone where 

the distance to the border is less than one fourth of the map size. (If the robot has a positive sensing 

radius, then the size of the innermost map is made at least 1.5 times larger than the sensing radius.) 

The process is then repeated in the new set of maps, starting with the gathering of terrain information 

and computation of the corresponding Huygens' relief maps. 

The parameters of the telescopic array of maps are the same as in section 3 — the whole 

telescopic array of maps is determined by specifying the size of the innermost map and the number 

of cells within the innermost map. (The number of cells along a side are restricted to powers of two.) 

Figures 10a and b illustrate the effects of these parameters. In Figure 10a, we have plotted routes 

that are obtained with innermost maps that have the same resolutions as the input map (cell size 

100 x 100 m2) but differ by their sizes. The solid curve is obtained using an innermost map with 

32 x 32 cells, and the dashed curve is obtained using a larger innermost map with 128 x 128 cells. 

One can compare these results with those in Figure 7a, where the same size and resolution maps 

were used as vicinity maps, and with Figure 7b, where coarser vicinity maps of same size were used. 

To make these comparisons, we take, as standard, the route that was obtained by using the whole 

input terrain information (i.e., the leftmost route in Figure 7a). In Figure 10a, with the telescopic 

map results, the standard curve coincides with the dashed curve (large innermost map) at the 

beginning of the route and with the solid curve (small innermost map) for the rest of the route. This 

is in stark contrast to Figure 7a, where even the 128 x 128 cell vicinity map was not sufficiently large 

for finding the standard route. The difference between the two figures illustrates an advantage of 

the telescopic map method; in the vicinity map method, terrain features that are outside the vicinity 

map are completely ignored, while in the telescopic map method, such features are taken into 

account albeit not to the full extent of a complete map analysis. 

Figure 10b shows effects of map resolution. Here, the innermost maps had the same sizes as in 

Figure 10a, but their resolutions were four times lower than in the input terrain map. That is, the 

innermost maps had the same resolutions and sizes as the vicinity maps in the examples shown in 

Figure 7b. Two results are presented. The solid curve is obtained using an innermost map with 

8x8 cells, and the dashed curve is obtained using a larger innermost map with 32 x 32 cells. The 
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Figure 10. Routes Computed With the Telescopic Map Method. 

standard route is shown as a thin dotted line, and it coincides along most of its length with the dashed 

curve. The closeness of these results to the standard route again demonstrates the advantage of the 

telescopic map method that arises from taking into account distant terrain features. 

Travel times for the routes shown in Figures 10a and b are listed in Table 2. The travel times 

in the first column (for a cell size of 100 x 100 m2) can be compared with corresponding times in 

Table 1. The comparison reveals a slight advantage of the telescopic map method. The travel times 

in the second column are also shorter than the corresponding times in Table 1, but this comparison 

is not meaningful because the route-finding programs for the vicinity and telescopic map methods, 

respectively, use different algorithms for cell averaging. Therefore, the terrain maps with coarse 

granulation are different for the two methods and comparisons of route geometry, rather than the 

travel times, are more relevant. 

In the here-presented example of navigation in open terrain, there is apparently a dichotomy for 

choosing the initial direction of travel, whereby the difference in travel times between an eastern and 

western route depends on features at larger distances from the starting point. Therefore, a vicinity 
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Table 2. Travel Times by Telescopic Map Method 

Inner Map Size 
Cell Size 

100 x 100 m2 400 x 400 m2 

25.6 x 25.6 km2 — 1 hr55min 

12.8 x 12.8 km2 2 hr 12 min 1 hr55min 

3.2 x 3.2 km2 2hr 11 min 2hr5min 

map method with a moderate map size that cannot take those features into account does not capture 

the optimal initial direction of the route. It is, however, surprising that even the very coarse maps in 

the examples shown in Figure 10b properly take these features into account. To illustrate this remark, 

we show in Figure 11 the terrain maps for the robot's initial position in the dashed-curve example of 

Figure 10b. The innermost map in that example had only 8x8 relatively large cells. The terrain 

representation in Figure 11 is obtained by averaging over cells with sizes between 400 x 400 m2 in 

the innermost map and 6.4 x 6.4 km2 in the outermost map. The result is indeed very coarse but 

nevertheless sufficient for finding the correct initial direction that leads to the standard route. 

10 20 
X, km 

30 

Figure 11. Telescopic Terrain Maps With Low Resolution. 
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The advantages of the telescopic map method must be paid for by longer computing in 

comparison to the vicinity map method. In general, they are twice as long as for the vicinity map 

method with a vicinity map that is equal to the innermost map. (This estimate is only approximate 

and the ratio of the computing times can vary widely depending on the particular geometry of 

available input maps.) 

5. Summary and Conclusions 

The finding of optimal routes in an open terrain is closely related to the availability of terrain 

maps. Only in exceptional cases will such maps exactly cover the area where the optimal route is 

located. If the maps are too small, then the optimal route cannot be found and a suboptimal route 

within the given area must be chosen. (But without the complete map, there is no way to determine 

whether the route is optimal.) If the map is too large, excessive computing time might be wasted to 

investigate map areas that are irrelevant for the planned route. In a battlefield environment, the 

available terrain maps will most likely be larger than necessary for the assigned tasks of a scouting 

robot. Therefore, a route-finding process is needed that permits handling large maps by selecting 

from such maps only those areas and terrain features that are important for the navigation task of a 

robot. 

In this report, we have presented two such methods. Both use a navigation function (Huygens' 

relief) approach that provides a complete solution in a closed environment (e.g., in a laboratory with 

a complete map of the environment). That approach (Celmin§ 1997 and 1998) is not adequate for 

route finding in an open terrain because it would require an excessive computing time to analyze the 

total area represented by terrain maps. In a first modification of the original approach (see section 3), 

a small vicinity map is used around the location of the robot, while the rest of the environment is 

treated as a uniform field. In a second modification (see section 4), the small vicinity map is 

embedded in a set of outer maps in telescopic fashion with a coarse representation of the outer 

environment. In both methods, the vicinity map (or the set of maps in the telescopic map method) 

is moved along with the robot's position so that the immediate neighborhood of the robot is 

represented by a high-resolution map at all times. 
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Examples presented in sections 3 and 4 show that the vicinity map method has the shortest 

computing times. However, the size and resolution of the vicinity map must be chosen judiciously 

and commensurate with salient features of the environment. The telescopic map method requires 

longer computing times for route finding under similar conditions but has the advantage that the 

choice of the innermost map that represents the immediate vicinity of the robot is not as critical as 

in the vicinity map method. This is so because the terrain representation by telescopic maps makes 

the consideration of distant terrain features possible. Both methods are well suited for onboard 

calculations because of the speed and extreme simplicity of the algorithms. 
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